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We can download it and open it to see that it contains only a list of the files in the archive that are to be downloaded, which is a normal archive file. Now let's suppose we have a.rar file with some contents, and we want to download and open it: Pressing Alt (Windows) or Option (Mac) + I brings a dialog showing a list of the files contained in the.rar archive; you can also simply press Enter/Return to
open the list. In both cases, the list includes the.rar, the.zip, and the.chm. With the.zip, we can see that the first three files are in the same.zip archive as our.rar: Now, if you open the.zip archive with WinRAR, you'll see that you can open the.rar and.zip files (both extracted) and the.chm file is on a different level than the.zip, which is The only difference between these Archives and Rars? The.rar
and.zip use a specific file format to store their information, while.chm uses another one. (If the archive is a self-extracting.exe or.pdf or.zip, you can open the archive normally without double clicking.) When we have the.chm file, we can open it and see the list of the files it contains. Now we're getting closer to the.rar and.zip, but.chm is way harder to open, so I'll leave it for you to try for yourself. I
strongly recommend you to check out this "chmfileer" app. A: Even though some people can download a CHM file directly, it's not always the easiest to do so. A.CHM file is a more "professional" file format than a.ZIP, which is more like a regular archive file. In a.CHM, all the files inside the archive get stored in a single directory, which is set up much differently from a.ZIP. What are the
disadvantages of using a CHM? Well, in order to open a.CHM file, you need to have a very specific application. The.CHM format is specific to Windows. While there are other applications that can open.CHM files (usually a third-party.CHM file viewer), Windows is the only operating f678ea9f9e
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